
The Narrative



September 1959



1942 Salford



A late evening train waits to depart .



Moss Hey New Mill overshadows coal wagons standing in the goods yard .



The atmosphere of steam





Modelling a prototype station .



The GWR in the 1920’s 



Size ?



The Bishops Castle Railway -a smaller prototype.



Depth rather than length.



Shortening the scene .



In to a circle ?



Modelling a main line .



Altering a prototype station.



Creating your own station.



Selecting the trains 



… and the buildings .



Research and Design is important ,



if we are to be convinced that this is East Anglia in the late 1950’s . 



Planning the 
railway and its 
environment .





Creating a believable station,



…with the correct trains ,



… of the right period,



…running through an appropriate scene .



Using your imagination.



Choosing building,



… and trains.



Interesting operation



A railway on two levels



… with tracks leading off stage,



… to tell a story .



Enriching operation by adding an industry.





The Landscape around the railway .



The architecture around the railway.



Local buildings



… as they were at that time .



The railway buildings,



… that may have been seen locally.



The places where people work .



The mundane and the ordinary .



Local materials.



The relationship 
between the 
buildings and the 
railway .



Local architectural styles



A Sussex scene



…. also reflected by its buildings .



People going about their everyday lives.



Reflecting a period in our history.



1930’s



1950’s



1970’s



Researching the prototype



Collecting photographs 





Reducing the length 
of a prototype 

station





How do we look 
at the back 

scene ?



A painted back scene.



Painting a simple back scene .



Using hedges and fences to create the horizon .



Masking the end of the scene



… with buildings .



… with bridges .



…  be imaginative 



Perspective 



Perspective modelling



A 2mm scale diorama





…and the layout grows .



       Curves?



Templates that can 
be used to 

enlarge , and 
check the accuracy 

of the design .  



An enlarged 
design where 

1mm = 12” which 
is a quarter full 

size in 4mm 
scale






